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Abstract15

Kinetic isotope fractionation between water vapor and liquid water or ice depends on16

the ratio of the diffusivities of the isotopic species in air, but there is disagreement as17

to the values of these ratios and limited information about their temperature dependence.18

We use state-of-the-art intermolecular potential-energy surfaces for the water-nitrogen19

and water-oxygen pairs, along with the kinetic theory of molecular gases, to calculate20

from first principles the diffusivities of water isotopologues in air. The method has suf-21

ficient precision to produce accurate diffusivity ratios. For the HDO/H2O ratio, we find22

that the often used hard-sphere kinetic theory is significantly in error, and confirm the23

1978 experimental result of Merlivat. For the ratios involving 17O and 18O, the simple24

kinetic theory is relatively close to our more rigorous results. We provide diffusivity ra-25

tios from 190 K to 500 K, greatly expanding the range of temperatures for which these26

ratios are available.27

Plain Language Summary28

The different isotopes of hydrogen and oxygen distribute unevenly between water29

vapor and liquid or solid water during evaporation or precipitation. This fractionation30

of isotopes is widely used in studies of climate and other geophysical processes. Part of31

the fractionation depends on the relative diffusion rates of the isotopic molecules in air,32

but these relative diffusivities are difficult to measure and existing data are inconsistent.33

Because of these inconsistencies, a simple theory that treats the molecules as hard spheres34

is often used. We used more rigorous theory based on detailed quantum-mechanical de-35

scription of the interactions between water molecules and those of nitrogen and oxygen36

to calculate the diffusivity ratios. Our results confirm some previous experiments, and37

show that the simple hard-sphere model is not accurate. They also provide diffusivity38

ratios at temperatures where no experimental data exist, such as those relevant to ice.39

1 Introduction40

Stable water isotopes, in particular the molecules HDO, H2
17O, and H2

18O, are41

widely used to model processes involving the atmosphere, ocean and fresh water, and42

ice (Gat, 1996). In many situations, isotopic fractionation between the atmosphere and43

a condensed phase is determined not only by equilibrium thermodynamics, but also by44

a kinetic effect that depends on the relative diffusivities of the isotopic species in air. Evap-45

oration and precipitation in environments where diffusion affects fractionation are de-46

scribed by models that incorporate both equilibrium and kinetic effects depending on47

the details of the process (Craig & Gordon, 1965; Jouzel & Merlivat, 1984; Horita et al.,48

2008; Nelson, 2011; Casado et al., 2016; Lamb et al., 2017; Gonfiantini et al., 2018). While49

the equilibrium fractionation is fairly well understood, at least for vapor-liquid equilib-50

ria (Japas et al., 1995; Horita et al., 2008), there is significant disagreement, especially51

for D/H fractionation, regarding the correct diffusivity ratio for the kinetic effect. It is52

the purpose of this paper to resolve these disagreements.53

Since there seems to be no standard notation for these diffusivity ratios, for this54

work we define the relative diffusivities Dr,HDO ≡ DHDO/DH2O, Dr,17 ≡ DH2
17O/DH2O,55

and Dr,18 ≡ DH2
18O/DH2O, where Di is the diffusivity of species i in air (or in a dif-56

ferent gas; nitrogen is sometimes used as a proxy for air). We note that, in some of the57

literature, the reciprocals of these ratios are used instead.58

Dr,HDO and Dr,18 were reported in air at 20 ◦C by Ehhalt and Knott (1965), but59

no information about the experimental method was given. The first well-described ex-60

periments were those of Merlivat (1978), who reported Dr,HDO and Dr,18 at 21 ◦C in ni-61

trogen. Cappa et al. (2003) is often cited for diffusivity ratios, but the values in that pa-62

per were not obtained from experiment but rather were calculated from the simple ki-63
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netic theory described below (and then shown to be consistent with their experiments64

in the context of other modeling assumptions). Barkan and Luz (2007) reported Dr,1765

and Dr,18 in air at 25 ◦C and 40 ◦C; the same group (Luz et al., 2009) subsequently re-66

ported Dr,HDO and Dr,18 at four temperatures from 10 ◦C to 69.5 ◦C. To illustrate the67

lack of consistency among reported results, values for Dr,HDO near 20 ◦C are given as68

0.9852 (Ehhalt & Knott, 1965), 0.9757 (Merlivat, 1978), 0.9839 (Cappa et al., 2003), and69

0.9775 (Luz et al., 2009). Since it is the difference between Dr and unity that affects the70

fractionation, these differences are significant.71

The uncertain temperature dependence is also a problem, particularly for Dr,HDO.72

The only temperature-dependent experimental study is that of Luz et al. (2009), who73

found values of Dr,HDO that increase strongly with temperature. Other work, such as74

that of Cappa et al. (2003), has recommended a single value (in their case obtained from75

simple kinetic theory) that is constant with temperature. This situation creates uncer-76

tainty when performing calculations for ice and snow, which require diffusivity ratios ex-77

trapolated to temperatures far below the lowest measured temperature of 10 ◦C; the dif-78

ference between extrapolating the temperature dependence of Luz et al. (2009) and as-79

suming a constant value can greatly affect the calculated kinetic fractionation.80

The relationship between the fractionation of different isotopes is also of interest.81

The ratio of the D/H diffusive fractionation to that of 18O is described by the quantity82

ϕ, which in our notation can be written as83

ϕ =
1−Dr,HDO

1−Dr,18
. (1)

There is a wide variation of reported ϕ in the literature. The diffusive fractionation of84

17O is traditionally defined relative to that of 18O, using a logarithmic ratio85

θdiff =
lnDr,17

lnDr,18
. (2)

Attempts to interpret data have relied on a simplified kinetic theory of gases, de-86

rived for mixtures of hard spheres at low density. In the first-order approximation, the87

ratio of the diffusivity of an isotopic species (subscript i) to that of the reference species88

(subscript 0) in gas G is (Chapman & Cowling, 1970; Merlivat, 1978)89

Dr,i =

(
Γ0 + ΓG

Γi + ΓG

)2 [
M0(Mi +MG)

Mi(M0 +MG)

]1/2

, (3)

where Γ is the diameter of a molecule and M is its molar mass. Under the reasonable90

assumption that different isotopologues have the same diameter, the first factor is unity91

and Eq. (3) reduces to a simple function of the molar masses. With Mair = 28.96546 g mol−1
92

(Picard et al., 2008), Eq. (3) yields 0.9836 for Dr,HDO and Dr,17 and 0.9687 for Dr,18.93

The value of ϕ given by the simple kinetic theory is 0.525, and the value of θdiff is 0.5183.94

Deviations of experimental results from these kinetic-theory values have led authors95

to discuss whether the “diameter” of a water molecule varies with isotopic substitution96

(Merlivat, 1978; Cappa et al., 2003; Barkan & Luz, 2007; Horita et al., 2008). The sim-97

plifying assumptions of Eq. (3) have largely gone unquestioned (an exception is Luz et98

al. (2009), who noted the possible inapplicability of simple kinetic theory for polar gases).99

Physically, the water molecule is very far from being a hard sphere, so one would100

not expect Eq. (3) to work well. The D/H substitution might be particularly poorly de-101

scribed, because the mass asymmetry of the HDO molecule significantly changes the ro-102

tational dynamics and those dynamics are completely absent from the hard-sphere the-103

ory.104

Modern kinetic theory can do much better. For molecular gases that can be mod-105

eled as rigid, the relevant collision integrals (which are often referred to as generalized106
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cross sections) can, with sufficient computer time, be calculated essentially exactly from107

the full intermolecular potential-energy surface. In this work, we use state-of-the-art pair108

potentials for H2O–N2 and H2O–O2 interactions to calculate the diffusivity ratios Dr,HDO,109

Dr,17, and Dr,18. We perform these calculations as a function of temperature, provid-110

ing diffusivity ratios at conditions where they have not been measured.111

2 Methods and Results112

The present kinetic-theory calculations are a direct extension of those performed113

recently by one of us for H2O in N2 (Hellmann, 2019b) and H2O in O2 and in air (Hellmann,114

2020), which are based on new and highly accurate H2O–N2 and H2O–O2 pair poten-115

tials developed using state-of-the-art quantum-chemical ab initio approaches. We used116

these pair potentials without modification, thus assuming that isotopic substitution in117

the water molecule affects the collision dynamics mainly through the changes to the to-118

tal molecular mass and to the moment of inertia tensor. In the supporting information119

(Text S1 and the associated Table S1), we provide an analysis, based on calculations with120

the CFOUR (Stanton et al., 2019) and ORCA (Neese, 2012) quantum-chemistry pack-121

ages, that shows that the error introduced by using the unmodified pair potentials likely122

does not exceed 0.1% for Dr,HDO and should be completely negligible for Dr,17 and Dr,18.123

This approach has the important advantage that any inaccuracy in the intermolecular124

potential that would cause DH2O to be in error would have a similar effect on D for the125

substituted isotopologues, making the diffusivity ratios insensitive to such errors.126

Here, we provide a very brief summary of the methodology of the kinetic-theory127

calculations and refer the interested reader to Hellmann (2019b, 2020) for a more detailed128

description as well as for details on the intermolecular potentials.129

The relevant generalized cross sections (or collision integrals) for calculating the130

diffusivity ratios were extracted from classical trajectories describing binary collisions131

of HDO, H2
17O, and H2

18O with N2 and O2. The trajectories were calculated assum-132

ing rigid molecules by solving Hamilton’s equations numerically from pre- to post-collisional133

asymptotic conditions. Generalized cross sections at a constant collision energy can be134

expressed for these molecules as 11-dimensional integrals over the initial states of the tra-135

jectories, which necessitated a Monte Carlo integration approach involving the calcula-136

tion of typically a few million trajectories for each collision energy. The generalized cross137

sections as a function of temperature, from which the diffusivities in N2 and O2 can be138

directly computed, were obtained from those at constant collision energies by an appro-139

priate thermal averaging procedure. The range of investigated collision energies allowed140

us to obtain the generalized cross sections, and thus the diffusivities, at temperatures141

from 190 K to 2000 K. The calculations of the energy- and temperature-dependent gen-142

eralized cross sections were carried out using an in-house version of the TRAJECT code143

(Heck & Dickinson, 1996), which, unlike the original code, is not restricted to linear molecules.144

The diffusivities were computed for water mole fractions xw in the limit xw → 0,145

which is the most sensible choice for atmospheric applications. In this limit, the diffu-146

sivities depend only on the unlike-species interaction potentials. Therefore, we did not147

need any models for H2O–H2O, N2–N2, and O2–O2 interactions in this study. We note148

that the variation of the diffusivities with xw does not exceed a few tenths of a percent149

at any given temperature, an effect that should almost completely vanish when taking150

the diffusivity ratios.151

While the kinetic-theory calculations provide the product ρmD in the low-density152

limit (ρm is the molar density), pressures in the atmosphere are low enough that this prod-153

uct will not differ significantly from its low-density value. Also, any small finite-pressure154

effects that might exist will cancel to first order when diffusivity ratios are taken.155
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To obtain the diffusivities in air, we weighted the diffusivities in N2 and O2 using156

the appropriate first-order kinetic-theory relation (Marrero & Mason, 1972),157

Di/air =

(
xN2

Di/N2

+
xO2

Di/O2

)−1

, (4)

where xN2
and xO2

are the respective mole fractions in dry air, with the value for N2 also158

accounting for Ar (and all other minor components). This is justified because the dif-159

fusivities of water in argon and nitrogen are very similar (O’Connell et al., 1969). The160

mole fractions used in Eq. (4) are xN2 = 0.790603 and xO2 = 0.209397 (Hellmann,161

2020).162

The calculated diffusivity ratios Dr,HDO, Dr,17, and Dr,18 in air are listed for se-163

lected temperatures up to 500 K in Table 1. They have expanded statistical uncertain-164

ties (related to the Monte Carlo integration over the initial conditions of the trajecto-165

ries) of less than 0.05% (k = 2, roughly corresponding to a 95% confidence interval).166

The expanded uncertainties listed in the table are the total expanded uncertainties, which167

also take into account another potential error source, namely, the neglect of quantum168

effects on the generalized cross sections. Quantum effects depend on the masses and mo-169

ments of inertia of the molecules in addition to the pair potential and temperature, which170

is why they will not fully cancel out in the ratios. Note that our estimate for the influ-171

ence of quantum effects is an educated guess based on experience, which should be quite172

conservative. It is supported, for example, by the fact that the viscosity of dilute water173

vapor calculated from classical generalized cross sections for H2O–H2O collisions, for which174

the neglect of quantum effects is expected to be more severe than for H2O–N2 and H2O–175

O2 collisions, differs from the best experimental data at and above ambient temperature176

by less than 1% (Hellmann & Vogel, 2015).177

Table S2 of the supporting information lists the absolute diffusivities of H2O, HDO,178

H2
17O, and H2

18O in N2, O2, and air in the full investigated temperature range from179

190 K to 2000 K and normalized to a pressure of 101.325 kPa (1 atm). Note that the180

diffusivities of H2O in N2, O2, and air from 250 K to 2000 K have previously been pro-181

vided by Hellmann (2019b, 2020) and are only listed in Table S2 for convenience.182

3 Comparison with Literature Data183

Figure 1 compares our calculated results with those from the literature for Dr,HDO184

(a) and Dr,18 (b). The shading depicts our expanded uncertainty at the 95% confidence185

level. For Dr,HDO, the difference from the simple kinetic theory, and from the datum of186

Ehhalt and Knott (1965), is quite large. On the other hand, we are in excellent agree-187

ment with the datum of Merlivat (1978). This excellent agreement remains if we adjust188

for the fact that Merlivat’s experiments were in nitrogen instead of air; the value we cal-189

culate for Dr,HDO in N2 (see supporting information) differs from that in air by only about190

0.0005. The data of Luz et al. (2009) are also in agreement near room temperature, but191

their temperature dependence, while having the correct sign, is much too strong. We note192

that the error bars plotted for experimental sources are those reported in the original193

papers, which probably are not complete uncertainty estimates in the modern sense. For194

example, those of Barkan and Luz (2007) and Luz et al. (2009) are described as the “pre-195

cision” of their experiments, suggesting that possible systematic uncertainties are not196

included.197

Regarding the work of Merlivat (1978), we note that her measured value for the198

absolute diffusivity of H2O in N2 (which has a stated uncertainty of 1.6%) differs by only199

−0.9% from the calculated value (Hellmann, 2019b). The same approach used for H2O200

in N2 and O2 yields similar levels of agreement between theory and experiment for other201

gas pairs; for example, the best experimental data for the diffusivity of CO2 in N2 (with202
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Table 1. Calculated Diffusivity Ratios in Air at Selected Temperatures and Estimates of Their

Expanded Uncertainties at the 95% Confidence Level

T/K Dr,HDO Dr,17 Dr,18

190 0.9740 ± 0.0040 0.9850 ± 0.0010 0.9714 ± 0.0020
200 0.9741 ± 0.0038 0.9850 ± 0.0010 0.9713 ± 0.0019
210 0.9743 ± 0.0035 0.9850 ± 0.0009 0.9713 ± 0.0018
220 0.9744 ± 0.0033 0.9849 ± 0.0009 0.9712 ± 0.0017
230 0.9745 ± 0.0031 0.9849 ± 0.0008 0.9712 ± 0.0015
240 0.9747 ± 0.0028 0.9849 ± 0.0008 0.9711 ± 0.0014
250 0.9748 ± 0.0026 0.9849 ± 0.0008 0.9711 ± 0.0013
260 0.9750 ± 0.0024 0.9848 ± 0.0007 0.9710 ± 0.0012
270 0.9752 ± 0.0022 0.9848 ± 0.0007 0.9710 ± 0.0011
280 0.9753 ± 0.0019 0.9848 ± 0.0007 0.9709 ± 0.0010
290 0.9755 ± 0.0017 0.9848 ± 0.0006 0.9709 ± 0.0008
300 0.9756 ± 0.0015 0.9847 ± 0.0006 0.9708 ± 0.0007
310 0.9758 ± 0.0012 0.9847 ± 0.0005 0.9708 ± 0.0006
320 0.9759 ± 0.0010 0.9847 ± 0.0005 0.9707 ± 0.0005
330 0.9761 ± 0.0010 0.9847 ± 0.0005 0.9706 ± 0.0005
340 0.9762 ± 0.0010 0.9847 ± 0.0005 0.9706 ± 0.0005
360 0.9765 ± 0.0010 0.9846 ± 0.0005 0.9705 ± 0.0005
380 0.9768 ± 0.0010 0.9846 ± 0.0005 0.9704 ± 0.0005
400 0.9770 ± 0.0010 0.9845 ± 0.0005 0.9703 ± 0.0005
450 0.9775 ± 0.0010 0.9845 ± 0.0005 0.9701 ± 0.0005
500 0.9779 ± 0.0010 0.9844 ± 0.0005 0.9700 ± 0.0005

a stated uncertainty of less than 0.3%) agree within 0.2% with the first-principles results203

of Crusius et al. (2018).204

For Dr,18, the simple kinetic theory lies only slightly below our more rigorous cal-205

culations. The same experimental sources reported data as for Dr,HDO; in addition Barkan206

and Luz (2007) reported an averaged value from experiments at 25 ◦C and 40 ◦C, which207

we plot at 32.5 ◦C. In this case, our results are reasonably close to all the experimen-208

tal data except for the highest temperature point of Luz et al. (2009).209

For Dr,17, one value was reported by Barkan and Luz (2007) of 0.9856, averaged210

from their experiments at 25 ◦C and 40 ◦C. This is in fair agreement with our result of211

0.9847; the simple kinetic theory (0.9836) is somewhat further from experiment. Barkan212

and Luz (2007) also reported a value for the logarithmic ratio θdiff of 0.5185, which agrees213

well with our value of 0.5188. While it is often assumed that θdiff is constant with tem-214

perature, we find a slight temperature dependence, with θdiff (which we recommend com-215

puting from the equations in Section 4) decreasing from 0.5207 at 190 K to 0.5167 at 500 K.216

We can also examine the relative diffusive fractionation between D and 18O, de-217

fined as ϕ in Eq. (1). As shown in Fig. 2, our results for this quantity differ greatly from218

those of the simple kinetic theory. At room temperature, we agree well with the two most219

recent experimental studies (Merlivat, 1978; Luz et al., 2009), while again there may be220

a problem with the temperature dependence of Luz et al. (2009).221

4 Discussion222

It is clear from Fig. 1(a) that the simple kinetic theory is significantly in error for223

Dr,HDO compared to more rigorous calculations. Physically, this is not surprising, since224
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Figure 1. Calculated diffusivity ratios Dr,HDO (a) and Dr,18 (b) in air and available exper-

imental data, as a function of temperature. The shaded areas indicate the estimated expanded

uncertainty of the present calculations at the 95% confidence level.

Figure 2. Calculated values for the quantity ϕ = (1 − Dr,HDO)/(1 − Dr,18) in air and avail-

able experimental data, as a function of temperature. The shaded area indicates the estimated

expanded uncertainty of the present calculations at the 95% confidence level.
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the replacement of an H atom by D greatly changes the three principal moments of in-225

ertia and the orientations of the two principal axes in the molecular plane, an effect that226

is missing in the hard-sphere model. Rotational dynamics are important in molecular227

diffusion, and Fig. 1(a) suggests that the rotational effect of the D/H substitution on the228

diffusivity of HDO in air is almost as large as the effect of the mass difference. The much229

smaller deviation from simple kinetic theory for 17O and 18O substitution also makes phys-230

ical sense, because these substitutions are much closer to the center of mass of the molecule231

and therefore have little impact on the rotational dynamics.232

The small temperature dependence for Dr,HDO, and the even smaller dependence233

for Dr,18, arise solely from the temperature dependences of the collision integrals, which234

are due to the relative contributions of collisions of various energies and which would can-235

cel when taking the ratios of the diffusivities of different isotopologues only if rotational236

dynamics were absent (e.g., for noble gases and the hard-sphere model system). At low237

temperatures, there is a greater contribution from low-energy collisions in which attrac-238

tive intermolecular forces (dispersion, dipole-quadrupole interactions, etc.) play a larger239

role. At higher temperatures, high-energy collisions become more important; these are240

mostly determined by repulsive forces. One would therefore expect the behavior to be-241

come more similar to that of the hard-sphere model at high temperatures, which is in-242

deed the case. Since Dr,18 differs less than Dr,HDO from the temperature-independent243

hard-sphere model, the temperature dependence of Dr,18 is also weaker than that of Dr,HDO.244

We are more confident in our temperature dependence than the uncertainty shading in245

our figures might suggest; errors in our diffusivity ratios (for example due to missing quan-246

tum effects) would mainly be systematic in nature, so that any displacement of the true247

values within the shaded uncertainty would probably lie entirely on one side or the other248

of our curves. Clearly the temperature trend of Dr,HDO from Luz et al. (2009) is incom-249

patible with our results; we have no hypothesis for why their experiments show such a250

large apparent temperature dependence. However, we note that the temperature trend251

of our calculated Dr,HDO values is physically more reasonable, since the deviations from252

the hard-sphere result decrease monotonically with increasing temperature, whereas the253

data of Luz et al. (2009) cross the constant hard-sphere value sharply at a quite mod-254

erate temperature.255

To illustrate the importance of the temperature dependence, we consider the well-256

known model of Jouzel and Merlivat (1984) for kinetic fractionation in snow formation.257

The overall kinetic factor αk for D/H fractionation is given by258

αk =
S

αeq(S − 1)/Dr,HDO + 1
, (5)

where S is the relative saturation (the amount by which S exceeds unity is the fraction259

by which the vapor is supersaturated) and αeq is the equilibrium fractionation ratio. For260

definiteness, we consider a temperature of 230 K, where αeq is roughly 1.23 (Merlivat261

& Nief, 1967), and a relative saturation S of 1.2, which is typical for polar snow forma-262

tion (Jouzel & Merlivat, 1984; Casado et al., 2016). From Table 1, we obtain Dr,HDO =263

0.9745, and Eq. (5) yields αk = 0.958. However, if we attempt to extrapolate the val-264

ues of Luz et al. (2009) to 230 K (see Fig. 1(a)), a value of roughly Dr,HDO = 0.96 would265

be obtained, yielding αk = 0.955. While this difference does not seem large, Luz et al.266

(2009) showed (working with the related quantity ϕ) that differences of about this mag-267

nitude in temperature extrapolation can significantly alter the interpretation of varia-268

tions in D and 18O in Antarctic ice cores. A similar calculation with Eq. (5) for Dr,18269

yields a negligible difference, because our results for that quantity are (except for one270

high-temperature point) in fairly good agreement with those of Luz et al. (2009).271

For convenience in practical applications, we fitted simple correlation functions to272

our calculated diffusivity ratios in air for the temperature range from 190 K to 500 K273

using the symbolic regression software Eureqa (Schmidt & Lipson, 2009). The result-274
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ing expressions are275

Dr,HDO = 0.98258− 0.02546

T ∗ +
0.02421

(T ∗)5/2
, (6)

276

Dr,17 = 0.98284 +
0.003517

(T ∗)1/2
− 0.001996

(T ∗)5/2
, (7)

277

Dr,18 = 0.96671 +
0.007406

(T ∗)1/2
− 0.004861

(T ∗)3
, (8)

where T ∗ = T/(100 K). The correlations reproduce the calculated ratios within ±2×278

10−5 and thus well within their uncertainties. These correlations are also recommended279

to be used for the calculation of ϕ as defined by Eq. (1) and θdiff as defined by Eq. (2).280

Similar calculations could be performed for other atmospheric compositions. One281

interesting possible application is the atmosphere of Mars, where scientists are begin-282

ning to use isotopic information to study the planet’s water cycle (Montmessin et al.,283

2005; Krasnopolsky, 2015; Vos et al., 2019) but so far have not included diffusion frac-284

tionation in their models. The required calculations for the diffusion of water isotopes285

in CO2 could be performed with the recent H2O–CO2 pair potential of Hellmann (2019a).286

5 Conclusion287

We performed first-principles molecular kinetic-theory calculations of the diffusiv-288

ities of water isotopologues in air and used the results to calculate diffusivity ratios for289

kinetic isotope fractionation. Our results demonstrate that the frequently used hard-sphere290

kinetic approximation is significantly in error for D/H fractionation, while the experi-291

mental result of Merlivat (1978) is accurate. Our calculations provide diffusivity ratios292

over a wide range of temperature; the temperature dependence is much smaller than that293

obtained in one study that measured at multiple temperatures (Luz et al., 2009). Be-294

cause of this discrepancy with the only temperature-dependent experiments, and the im-295

portance of kinetic fractionation for ice and snow, it would be desirable for an indepen-296

dent experiment to validate the behavior of Dr,HDO at a temperature well below the 10 ◦C297

limit of existing experimental data.298

Our results are described by Eqs. (6)–(8), which we recommend to replace the ex-299

isting experimental data and simple kinetic-theory estimates in all relevant applications.300
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